

1 Atherton Tableland Rail Trail
Distance/time | Various
Multi use trail between Atherton
and Walkamin. Old railway line
that now provides safe off-road
access for cyclists, walkers and
horse riders. Start anywhere along
the 20.5km trail.
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2 Lake Barrine
5km | 1.5-2hrs | Moderate
Rainforest-shaded circuit walk
around a beautiful 90ha volcanic
crater lake, giant Kauri pine trees.
Wildlife viewing and good bird
watching opportunities.
3 Carrington Falls
1km | 30 mins | Moderate
Walk to seasonal waterfall next
to old railway line in eucalyptus
forest. Best chance of seeing
waterfall running is after rain.
4 Wongabel State Forest
Forest Walk | 750m | 15 mins | Easy
Heritage Walk | 2.5km | 1 hr | Easy
Two rainforest walks catering for
the visually impaired. On a night
walk you may see a Lumholtz Tree
Kangaroo or possums..
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5 Herberton Fire Trails
Trails of various distances and
difficulty levels. Short walks
feature local mining heritage; longer
walks go into the nearby hills.
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6 Halls Falls
520m | 15 mins | Moderate
Walk through eucalyptus forest,
leading to clear streams and small
waterfalls. Extreme caution is needed
on slippery surfaces and loose rocks.
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7 Mt Hypipamee
Crater Track | 800m | 30 mins | Easy
Dinner Falls | 1.2km | 45 mins | Mod.
Rainforest walks leading to a viewing
platform to see a volcanic pipe.
Excellent for birdwatching and night
time possum viewing.

Innisfail



8 Malanda Falls
Tulip Oak Walk | 1km | 30 mins | Easy
Rainforest | 1.5km | 45 mins | Easy
Rainforest circuits with signage
interpreting aboriginal history.
Good for watching wildlife.
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10 Millstream Falls
Big Millstream | 680m | 15 mins | Mod.
Little Millstream via steep track
| 700m | 25 mins | Moderate
Two short walks in open woodland.
The park is rich in World War II history.
TABLELAND WALKS - SOUTHERN
* Walking trails are between 500m and 8km return.
* These trails are generally readily accessible from town centres and villages and can be walked
in a few minutes to a few hours with limited logistics and support.
0
* All times and distances are approximate and based on return to your start point.
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9 Waterfalls Circuit
Millaa Millaa Falls | Short walk | Easy
Elinjaa Falls Walk | Long and
steep walk to base of falls
Souita Falls | Moderate
There are five short walks in all.
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